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breaking media has been providing leading-edge media solutions for some of the countrys most influential institutions for over a decade. our deep understanding of the unique needs of clients, their audiences and their workflows is a hallmark of our success. the market for military contracting, defense, security and
government is an exciting new space for our clients, and we are excited to be on the ground floor with them to make it a success, said lerner. breaking media has built a reputation for offering clients an unparalleled level of value and service. we are committed to providing the right content at the right time, for the right price
and in the right way. we believe that our clients should be able to expand their businesses with confidence, added lerner. we will continue to invest in our people, technology and products to continue to deliver breakthrough results for our clients. the breaking media team has established a strong presence in the military and
defense markets with clients including the us department of defense, united states department of state and the joint chiefs of staff, said colleen kelleher, president and coo of breaking media. with the addition of david smith, our washington dc office will continue to provide industry-leading client service while deepening our
clients content offerings and expanding our reach into new markets. we are very excited to welcome david to our team, said eric mower, evp of sales at breaking media. david is an experienced public sector marketer and brings with him a wealth of experience to our client-focused approach and a track record of delivering

results. with his business acumen and market knowledge, he will help us continue to strengthen our position as a leading provider of digital marketing solutions to government clients. we look forward to working with him.
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i welcome david to our team and look forward to working with him, said hsiaolei miller,
publisher of breaking defense. davids strong editorial and business experience will be
a great fit for the mission of breaking defense and will help us continue to elevate our

coverage of national security and defense issues and the broader global security
landscape, he said. i am eager to put david to work in the dc market, said john lerner,
ceo of breaking media. breaking defense is a top-tier news analysis brand in a sector
that is increasingly oversaturated with more than a thousand outlets. he will be an
invaluable asset as we continue to expand our coverage of the defense and federal

civilian sectors. i am grateful to aaron and his team for selecting david as our
managing director, defense and government, and am confident that he will elevate the

already high quality of breaking defense and enhance its value to readers and
advertisers. breaking defense has made a strong mark for itself in the defense and

national security sector with its exceptional journalism and reporting. it has earned its
reputation as a top publication and now we are lucky to be able to add david smith to
that team. breaking media is a network of websites, e-newsletters, events, podcasts
and social media channels for influential, affluent business communities. this site is

designed to answer any questions you might have about the company or our
brandsabove the law, breaking defense, dealbreaker, fashionista and medcity newsand
the ways we can help you connect with the communities around these brands. it's also
a place where we document what's going on with our sites and share a few thoughts

on the rapidly changing media and marketing landscape. 5ec8ef588b
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